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the instruments can be adjusted using the sampler
during playback, allowing you to have full control and

depth over the soundscape performance. these
instruments can be used as a building block or simply a

standalone for deeper haunted experiences. link:
haunted sounds of the deep (strength cut) we sampled
several rooms at our very own haunted spots, the deep.
the recordings were captured with sennheiser 451 pin
capsules at various distances. these instruments will

immerse you in the lost bayou feeling. the instruments
also have some special filtering, dynamics and eq’s to

give the listener the experience of being in a lost bayou
swamp. the instruments can be adjusted using the
sampler during playback, allowing you to have full

control and depth over the soundscape performance.
these instruments can be used as a building block or
simply a standalone for deeper haunted experiences.

link: ethera free edition kontakt by zero-g electronics the
free ethera instrument is an easy to use and versatile

instrument that offers a wide range of premium features.
those who are fans of the ethera products will find

themselves at home with this instrument, and those who
are not may still find some great use out of it as a
valuable starter instrument. in this wave of ethera

content, we are taking a look at the most recent kontakt
features, and in particular their compatibility with our

patches. this release is based off the design of the latest
ethera presets, with a few minor changes to better suite
the kontakt player ui, and a feature set that will allow for
a smooth transition to all the ethera instruments, patches

and soundscapes. we encourage those of you who own
the ni kontakt player to download it and listen to it in

action before investing your time into this library.
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